The super early bird catches…. a great national conference.

Dear Colleagues

As you will know, the first National health and safety convention: #SafetyScape is being held 22-23 May 2018 in Melbourne.

A number of partner organisations will come together to deliver events during the convention and we are one of those.

I am pleased to announce the opening of super early bird registrations for our 2018 National Health and Safety conference, titled: In Practice.

Just some of the sub-themes for the conference include: Neuroscience in health and safety, diversity in health and safety leadership, translation of theory to practice, language in health and safety and the evolving role of the health and safety professional. As we work through the papers we have received and get our keynote invitations out, a detailed program will form in the coming months.
This will be a great two days, and if you already know you will want to be there, you can get the immediate benefit of a super early bird price.

Click here to register, and have a great week.

David Clarke, CEO

---

LATEST NEWS

How to get executives to genuinely care about safety

'OHS professionals should look beyond implementing safety policy to playing an advocacy role in promoting the values that inform safety...'

Read More

National Safe Work Month 2017 launched

Launched by Minister for Employment, Senator Michaelia Cash, reminded employers that safe workplaces happen when everyone shares their knowledge and experience about what makes work safe...

Read More
UPCOMING EVENTS

SA SAFETY SYMPOSIUM 2017
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
THURSDAY 19 OCTOBER 2017 | ADELAIDE ZOO

#SIAinSA or #SAsafetySymp2017
South Australia Safety Symposium

Come along to the symposium to find out how a range of different organisations and industries are meeting the ongoing challenge of workplace health and well-being.

View the program outline
Register your attendance

Date: Thursday 19 October 2017
Venue: The Adelaide Zoo

26th Vision Conference - Call for Speakers

The Visions Organising Committee is pleased to invite papers from interested professionals, academics, researchers and practitioners, in the field of health and safety for inclusion in the conference program. Paper abstracts are invited on topics relevant to the field of Occupational Health and Safety and associated disciplines, and particularly this year, papers addressing “what works!”

Click here for more information about the conference & the call for papers.

Submission of abstracts is required by 3 March 2018, and can be emailed to visions@sia.org.au

Safety II in Practice - Prof. Eric Hollnagel Public Lecture

In this lecture tour, Professor Eric Hollnagel introduces a comprehensive approach for the management of Safety-II, called the Resilience Assessment Grid (RAG).

This lecture explains the principles of the RAG and how it can be used to develop the resilience potentials.

Dates: Monday, 16 October, CQU, Brisbane

Click here to register

FOR MORE EVENTS CLICK HERE
INCIDENTS & PROSECUTIONS

VIC: Crowd controller convicted over $190,000 fraud

Cedar Ferry was sentenced to six months imprisonment, wholly suspended for an operational period of two years over the fraud...

Read More

WA: FQM Australia Nickel fined $65,000 for arc flash incident

Shane Russell, employed as an electrician on the site, was working inside an electrical substation on 29 July 2011 when the arc flash occurred...

Read More
WA: CBH fined $37,500 over insufficient guarding leading to finger amputation

The hand was extensively injured, resulting in three surgeries, the final of which was to amputate her little finger which had curled over and caused constant pain...

Read More

NT: Darwin company charged for illegal asbestos removal

NT WorkSafe alleges that in October and November of 2015, Northern Transportables were contracted to refurbish three properties and allowed unlicensed workers to remove asbestos...

Read More

FOR MORE INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS CLICK HERE

POLICY NEWS

QLD: Safety alert issued over roof collapse

The alert focuses on roofs with trusses that have large continuous spans and, in particular, timber trusses with tiled roofs....

Read More

NSW: Musculoskeletal disorder strategy launched

NSW’s resources regulator recently issued a safety alert about the response times of gas detectors in underground mines...

Read More